Pathfinder 2 Playtest Sheets Arcane 10th lvl Spells
BURNING HANDS
Evocation
Fire

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Area 15-foot cone

HEIGHTENED SPELL 1

CHAIN LIGHTNING

HEIGHTENED SPELL 6

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Verbal Casting
Range 500 feet; Targets one creature, plus any number of additional creatures

You discharge a powerful bolt of lightning at the target, dealing 9d12 electricity damage unless it succeeds at a Reflex save. The
electricity arcs to another creature within 30 feet of the first target, jumps to another creature within 30 feet of that target, and so on.
You can end the chain at any point. You can’t target the same creature more than once, and you must have line of effect to all targets.
Targets after the first take 8d12 electricity damage and must attempt a Reflex save. Roll the damage only once and apply it to each
target (halving or doubling when necessary).
Success The targets take half damage.
Critical Success The targets are unaffected, and the chain ends.
Failure The targets take full damage
Critical Failure The targets take double damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage to all targets increases by 1d12.

CLOUDKILL
Death
Necromancy
Poison

HEIGHTENED SPELL 5
Casting
Material Casting,
Somatic Casting
Range 120 feet; Area 20-foot burst
Duration 1 minute or until dismissed

Verbal Casting

You conjure a moving bank of poisonous fog. This functions as obscuring mist, except the area moves 10 feet away from you each round.
You deal 7d6 poison damage to each breathing creature that starts its turn in the spell’s area; each creature must attempt a Fortitude
save.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature takes no damage.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d6.

COLLECTIVE TRANSPOSITION
Conjuration
Teleportation

HEIGHTENED SPELL 6

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Verbal Casting
Area 30-foot aura; Targets up to two creatures

CONE OF COLD
Casting
Somatic Casting,
Area 30-foot cone

HEIGHTENED SPELL 5
Verbal Casting

Icy cold rushes forth from your hands. You deal 14d6 cold damage to creatures in the area; they must each attempt a Reflex save. When
Casting this Spell, you can add a Material Casting action to include a small crystal or icicle. If you do, increase the area to a 60-foot
cone.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature takes no damage.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

You prepare a spell to trigger later. While casting contingency, you also cast another spell of 4th level or lower with a casting time of
no more than three actions. You must pay any appropriate costs for the spell. This companion spell must be one that can affect you.
You must make any decisions for the spell when you set the contingency, such as choosing damage type for resist energy.
During the casting, choose a trigger under which the spell will be cast, using the same restrictions as the trigger for a readied
action. You can cause the companion spell to come into effect as a reaction with that trigger. It affects only you, even if it would
normally affect more creatures. If you define complicated conditions, as determined by the GM, the trigger might fail.
If you cast contingency, the newer one supersedes the older.
Heightened (8th) You can choose a spell of 5th level or lower.
Heightened (9th) You can choose a spell of 6th level or lower.
Heightened (10th) You can choose a spell of 7th level or lower.

CONTINUAL FLAME
Evocation
Light

HEIGHTENED SPELL 2

Casting
Material Casting,
Somatic Casting Verbal Casting
Cost 6 gp worth of ruby dust Range touch; Targets one object

Duration unlimited
A magical flame springs up from the object, as bright as a torch. It doesn’t need oxygen, react to water, or generate heat.
Heightened (+1) The cost increases as follows: 16 gp for 3rd level; 30 gp for 4th; 60 gp for 5th; 120 gp for 6th; 270 gp for 7th; 540 gp
for 8th; 1,350 gp for 9th; and 3,350 gp for 10th.

DISINTEGRATE

HEIGHTENED SPELL 6

Evocation

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Verbal Casting
Range 120 feet; Targets one creature or unattended object
You fire a green ray at your target. Make a ranged touch attack.
You deal 16d10 damage and the target must attempt a Fortitude save. On a critical hit, treat the save result as one degree worse. A
creature reduced to 0 HP is reduced to fine powder; gear remains.
An object you hit is destroyed (no save), regardless of Hardness, unless it’s an artifact or similarly hard to destroy. A single casting
can destroy no more than a 10-foot cube of matter. This automatically destroys any force construct, such as a wall of force.
Success The target takes half damage.
Failure The target takes full damage.
Critical Failure The target takes double damage Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d10.

DUPLICATE FOE
Conjuration

Casting
Material Casting,
Somatic Casting
Range 30 feet; Targets one enemy of level 16 or lower
Duration concentration, up to 1 minute or until dismissed

HEIGHTENED SPELL 7
Verbal Casting

You try to create a temporary duplicate of an enemy. The target can attempt a Fortitude save to disrupt the spell. The duplicate
appears in an unoccupied space adjacent to the target and has the target’s attack modifier, AC, saving throw modifiers, Perception, and

You teleport the targets to new positions within the area. The creature must be able to fit, and the position must be unoccupied, entirely
within the area, and in your line of sight. Unwilling creatures can attempt a Will save.
Success The target is unaffected.
Critical Success The target can choose to teleport, but it chooses the destination.
Failure You teleport the target and choose its destination.
Heightened (+1) The number of targets increases by one.

Cold
Evocation

UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL 7

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal)

Duration 24 hours

Gouts of flame rush from your hands. You deal 3d6 fire damage to creatures in the area; they must each attempt a Reflex save.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature takes no damage.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

Electricity
Evocation

CONTINGENCY
Abjuration

Verbal Casting

https://www.patreon.com/pathfinder2

skill modifiers, but it has only 70 Hit Points and lacks the target’s special abilities, including immunities, resistances, and weaknesses. It
has no magic items except weapon potency runes.
The duplicate gains the minion trait, and it can only Stride and Strike. Its Strikes deal the target’s normal damage but don’t apply
added effects, since it doesn’t have special abilities. The spell automatically ends if its HP drop to 0.
The duplicate attacks your enemies to the best of its abilities.
You can attempt to command it as if you used Command a Minion as part of your action to Concentrate on the Spell, but the GM
determines whether the creature follows your command.
The duplicate is imperfect, so each turn after it takes its actions, it loses 8d6 Hit Points. It’s not a living creature, and it can never
regain its lost Hit Points in any way.
Success The duplicate deals half damage with its Strikes and is destroyed at the end of the second round after it takes actions.
Critical Success You fail to create a duplicate.
Failure The duplicate works as described.
Heightened (+1) The level of creature you can target increases by 2. The duplicate has 10 more HP and loses 1d6 more each turn.

EARTHQUAKE
Earth
Evocation

HEIGHTENED SPELL 8

the realm of deity or another powerful being, that being can prevent the gate from forming.

GRIM TENDRILS

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Verbal Casting
Range 500 feet; Area 60-foot burst

Necromancy
Negative

Duration 1 round
You shake the ground, topple creatures, and shatter structures.

HEIGHTENED SPELL 1

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Area 30-foot line

Verbal Casting

Black shadows curl out from your fingertips and race through the air, taking the form of ephemeral vines spiked with thorns.

• Shaking Ground The ground is difficult terrain, and creatures on it take a –2 circumstance penalty to attack rolls and skill checks.
• Fissures Each creature on the ground must attempt a Reflex save at the start of its turn to keep footing and avoid falling into 40-footdeep fissures that open. The fissures are permanent, and their walls require DC 15 Athletics to Climb.
• Collapse Structures and ceilings might collapse. The GM rolls a flat check for each (DC 16 for a sturdy structure, DC 14 for an average
structure and most natural formations, DC 9 for a shoddy structure, or higher or lower as the GM sees fit). A collapse deals 11d6
bludgeoning damage; each creature caught in a collapse must attempt a Reflex save to escape it.
Success The creature takes Half collapse damage and falls prone.
Critical Success Half collapse damage.

You deal 3d4 negative damage and 1 persistent bleed damage to living creature in the line, depending on their Fortitude saves.
Success The creature takes half negative damage and no bleed.
Critical Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure Double negative and persistent bleed damage.
Heightened (+1) The negative damage increases by 2d4 and the persistent bleed damage increases by 1.

HORRID WILTING
Necromancy
Negative

Failure Full collapse damage and falls prone.
Critical Failure Full collapse damage and falls into a fissure.

HEIGHTENED SPELL 8

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Verbal Casting
Range 500 feet; Targets any number of living creatures

The GM might add additional effects in certain areas. Cliffs might collapse, causing creatures to fall, or a lake might drain as fissures
open up below its surface, leaving a morass of quicksand.

You pull the moisture from the targets’ bodies, dealing 12d10 negative damage. Each target must attempt a Fortitude save to avoid
withering in this fashion. Creatures made of water (such as water elementals) and plant creatures automatically treat their outcomes as

Heightened (10th) You create a massive earthquake that can devastate a settlement. The range increases to half a mile and the area to
a quarter-mile burst.

one degree of success worse. Creatures whose bodies contain no significant moisture (such as earth elementals) are immune to horrid
wilting.

FALSE LIFE
Necromancy

HEIGHTENED SPELL 2
Casting

Somatic Casting,

Verbal Casting

Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.

Duration 1 day
You gain a number of temporary Hit Points equal to 6 plus your spellcasting ability modifier.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d10.

Heightened (+2) The temporary Hit Points increase by 6.

FIRE SHIELD
Evocation
Fire

HEIGHTENED SPELL 4
Casting
Somatic Casting,
Duration 1 minute

Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.

Verbal Casting

ILLUSORY CREATURE
Auditory
Illusion
Visual

Casting

Somatic Casting,

HEIGHTENED SPELL 2
Verbal Casting

Range 500 feet
Duration concentration

You wreathe yourself in flames, gaining cold resistance 5.

You create an illusory image of a Huge or smaller creature. It makes appropriate sounds, generates normal smells, and feels right to

Additionally, adjacent creatures that hit you with a melee attack, as well as creatures that touch you or hit you with an unarmed attack,
take 2d6 fire damage each time they do.

the touch. If you and the image are ever farther than 500 feet apart, the spell ends.
The image can’t speak, but you can use your actions to speak through the creature, with the spell disguising your voice as

Heightened (+2) The cold resistance increases by 5 and the fire damage increases by 1d6.

appropriate. You might need to attempt a Deception or Performance check to convincingly mimic the creature, as determined by the
GM. This is especially likely if you’re trying to imitate a specific person and engage with someone that person knows.

FIREBALL
Evocation
Fire

HEIGHTENED SPELL 3

In combat, the illusion counts as a creature for flanking. It uses your spell roll for attack rolls and saving throws and your spell DC for
its AC. If the image is hit by an attack or fails a save, the spell is dismissed. The creature has two actions per turn, which it takes

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Verbal Casting
Range 500 feet; Area 20-foot burst

when you Concentrate on the Spell.
The illusion can’t directly affect the physical world, though its attacks can cause damage by making the target believe they’re real. If

A burst of fire explodes, dealing 8d6 fire damage; creatures in the area must attempt a Reflex save.
Success The creature takes half damage.

the illusory creature hits with a Strike, the target takes mental damage equal to 1d4 plus your spellcasting ability modifier. This is a
mental effect. The illusion’s Strikes are nonlethal. If the damage doesn’t correspond to the image of the monster—for example, if a

Critical Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.

Large dragon dealt only 5 damage— the GM might allow the target to attempt a Perception check to disbelieve the spell as a free
action. Any relevant resistances and weaknesses apply if the target thinks they do, as judged by the GM. For example, if the illusion

Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

FLAMING SPHERE
Evocation
Fire

Casting

HEIGHTENED SPELL 2
Somatic Casting,

Any creature that touches the image or uses the Seek action to examine it can attempt to disbelieve your illusion.
When a creature disbelieves the illusion, it recovers from half the damage it had taken from it (if any) and doesn’t take any further

Verbal Casting

Range 30 feet; Area one 5-foot square
Duration concentration or until dismissed (see below)
You create a sphere of flame in a square within range. The sphere deals 4d6 fire damage to each creature in the sphere’s square; each
creature must attempt a Reflex save. Once per round when you Concentrate on this Spell, you can direct the sphere to roll to a spot
within range and deal 3d6 fire damage; each creature in that square must attempt a Reflex save. You can’t Concentrate on the Spell to
move the sphere during the round you create it.
Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d6.

UNCOMMON SPELL 10
Casting

Somatic Casting,

damage from it. The GM should track illusory damage dealt by the illusion.
Heightened (+1) The damage of the image’s Strikes increases by 1d4 and the maximum size of creature you can create increases by
one (to a maximum of Gargantuan).

IMPLOSION
Evocation

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Range 30 feet; Targets one corporeal creature
Duration concentration, up to 1 minute

HEIGHTENED SPELL 9
Verbal Casting

You crush the target by causing it to collapse in on itself, dealing 100 damage. The target must attempt a Fortitude save. Each time

GATE
Conjuration
Teleportation

wields a warhammer and attacks a creature resistant to bludgeoning damage, the creature would take less mental damage. However,
illusory damage does not suppress regeneration or trigger other effects that require a certain damage type.

Verbal Casting

Range 120 feet
Duration concentration, up to 1 minute
You tear open a rift to another plane, creating a portal that creatures can use to travel both ways for the duration. This portal is vertical
and circular, with a radius of 40 feet. The gate appears at a location of your choice on the destination plane, assuming you have a clear
idea of both the destination’s location on the plane and what the destination looks like. If you attempt to create a gate into or out of

you Concentrate on the Spell, you must choose a new target to be subject to the same effect. You can’t affect more than one
creature per turn with implosion. You can’t target a creature that’s incorporeal, gaseous, or liquid, or that otherwise lacks a solid form.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 10.

LIGHTNING BOLT
Electricity
Evocation

Casting

HEIGHTENED SPELL 3
Somatic Casting,

Area 60-foot line

All creatures in the area must attempt a Reflex save to avoid taking 5d12 electricity damage.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.

HEIGHTENED SPELL 1
Somatic Casting,

Somatic Casting,

Verbal Casting

Range 120 feet; Targets one creature or object

POWER WORD BLIND

MAGE ARMOR
Casting

HEIGHTENED SPELL 8
Casting

You fire a blue-white ray of freezing air and swirling sleet from your finger that can chill its target to the bones. You must succeed at
a ranged touch attack to affect the target, which then takes 13d8 cold damage and is drained 2.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d8.

Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d12.

Abjuration

POLAR RAY
Cold
Evocation

Verbal Casting

Verbal Casting

Auditory
Enchantment
Mental

UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL 7

Casting
Verbal Casting
Range 30 feet; Targets one creature
Duration varies

Duration 1 day

You utter a word of power that can make the target blinded upon hearing it. Once targeted, the target is bolstered against all castings
of power word blind. The effect of the spell depends on the target’s level.

You ward yourself with shimmering magical energy, gaining a +1 item bonus to AC. While wearing mage armor, you use your unarmored
proficiency to calculate your AC.
Heightened (2nd) The bonus increases to +2, and you gain a +1 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (4th) The bonus increases to +3, and you gain a +2 item bonus to saving throws.

12th or Lower blinded permanently.
13th–14th blinded for 1d4 minutes.
15th or Higher dazzled for 1 minute.
Heightened (+1) The levels at which each outcome applies increase by 2.

Heightened (6th) The bonus increases to +4, and you gain a +3 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (8th) The bonus increases to +5, and you gain a +4 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (10th) The bonus increases to +6, and you gain a +5 item bonus to saving throws.

METEOR SWARM
Evocation
Fire

Casting

POWER WORD KILL
HEIGHTENED SPELL 9

Somatic Casting,

Verbal Casting

Range 500 feet; Area four 40-foot bursts

You call down four blazing meteors that explode. Each meteor deals 4d10 bludgeoning damage to any creatures in the 10-foot burst at
the center of each area of effect; the meteor then explodes, dealing 19d6 fire damage to any creatures in each 40-foot burst. The
meteors’ central 10-foot bursts can’t overlap, and a creature takes the same amount of fire damage no matter how many overlapping
explosions it’s caught in. Each creature in the area can attempt a Reflex saving throw, which applies to both types of damage.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.
Heightened (+1) The fire damage increases by 1d6 and the bludgeoning damage by 1d10.

PHANTASMAL CALAMITY
Illusion
Mental

HEIGHTENED SPELL 6

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Verbal Casting
Range 500 feet; Area 30-foot burst

A vision of apocalyptic destruction fills the mind of each target. Each creature in the area sees its own version of the calamity tailored to
its worst fears, and must attempt a Will saving throw. This vision deals 15d6 mental damage and inflicts other effects, depending on the
outcome of each creature’s saving throw.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success Unaffected.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage and the creature falls prone.
It must succeed at a Reflex saving throw or believe it’s trapped (fallen into a crevasse, adrift at sea, or some other fate depending on
its vision). If it fails, it’s stunned for 1 minute. It gets a new Will save at the end of each of its turns, and on a success, it disbelieves
the illusion and recovers from stunned.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

PHANTASMAL KILLER
Death
Emotion
Fear
Illusion
Mental

HEIGHTENED SPELL 4

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Verbal Casting
Range 120 feet; Targets one living creature

You create a phantasmal image of the most fearsome creature imaginable to the target. Only the spell’s target can
see the killer, though you can see the vague shape of the illusion as it races forth to attack. The effect of the killer
is based on the outcome of the target’s Will saving throw.
Success The target is frightened 1.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target takes 11d6 mental damage and is frightened 2.
Critical Failure The target is so afraid it might instantly die.
It must attempt a Fortitude saving throw; if the target fails, it is reduced to 0 Hit Points and dies. On a successful Fortitude save, the
target still takes 16d6 mental damage, is fleeing until the end of its next turn, and is frightened 4.
Heightened (+1) The damage on a failure increases by 2d6 and on a critical failure by 3d6.

Auditory
Death
Enchantment
Mental

Casting

UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL 9
Verbal Casting

Range 30 feet; Targets one creature
Duration varies
You utter a word of power that potentially kills the target upon hearing it. Once targeted, the target is bolstered

against all castings of power word kill. The effect of the spell depends on the target’s level.
14th or Lower The target dies instantly.
15th If the target had 65 Hit Points or fewer, it dies instantly; otherwise, it drops to 0 Hit Points and gains dying 1 or increases its
dying condition by 1 if it’s already dying.
16th or Higher The target takes 50 damage; if this brings the target to 0 Hit Points, the target dies instantly.
Heightened (+1) The levels at which each outcome applies increase by 2.

POWER WORD STUN
Auditory
Enchantment
Mental

UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL 8

Casting
Verbal Casting
Range 30 feet; Targets one creature
Duration varies

You utter a word of power that can make the target stunned upon hearing it. Once targeted, the target is bolstered against all castings
of power word stun. The effect of the spell depends on the target’s level.
13th or Lower stunned for 1d6 rounds.
14th–15th stunned for 1 round.
16th or Higher slowed 1 for 1 round instead of stunned.
Heightened (+1) The levels at which each outcome applies increase by 2.

SHOCKING GRASP
Attack
Electricity
Evocation

HEIGHTENED SPELL 1

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Verbal Casting
Range touch; Targets one creature

On a hit, the target takes electricity damage equal to 1d12 plus your spellcasting ability modifier. If the target is
wearing metal armor or is made of metal, you gain a +1 circumstance bonus to your attack roll with shocking grasp and the target
takes 1d6 persistent electricity damage on a hit. On a critical hit, double the damage, but not the persistent damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d12 and the persistent electricity damage increases by 1.

SUMMON MONSTER
Conjuration

Casting

HEIGHTENED SPELL 1
Material Casting,

Somatic Casting

Verbal Casting

Range 30 feet
Duration concentration, up to 1 minute or until dismissed
You summon a level 0 creature from the summon monster list. This creature fights for you until the spell ends. The creature gains the
summoned trait. The spell automatically ends if the monster’s Hit Points drop to 0. Summoned creatures have 2 actions per turn (which
they use when you Concentrate on the Spell) and can’t use reactions. The creature attacks your enemies to the best of its abilities. If
you can communicate with it, you can attempt to command it as part of your action to Concentrate on a Spell, but the GM determines
the degree to which it follows your commands.
Heightening the spell increases the maximum level of monster you can summon. You can always summon a monster of a lower level
than the spell allows.
Heightened
Heightened
Heightened
Heightened

(2nd) Level 1.
(3rd) Level 2.
(4th) Level 3.
(5th) Level 5.

WALL OF FIRE

Heightened (6th) Level 7.
Heightened
Heightened
Heightened
Heightened

(7th) Level 9.
(8th) Level 11.
(9th) Level 13.
(10th) Level 15.

Evocation
Fire

TELEPORT

Evocation
Force

UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL 6
Range 100 miles; Targets you and up to four willing creatures touched

Teleport is not precise over great distances. The targets appear at a distance from the intended destination equal to roughly 1% of the
total distance traveled, in a direction determined by the GM. For short journeys, this lack of precision is irrelevant, but journeys of the
maximum 100 miles are 1 mile off target.
Heightened (7th) You and the targets can travel to any location within 1,000 miles.
Heightened (8th) You and the targets can travel to any location on the same planet. If you travel more than 1,000 miles, you arrive only
10 miles off target.
Heightened (9th) You and the targets can travel to any location on another planet within the same solar system. Assuming you have
accurate knowledge of the location’s position and appearance, you arrive on the new planet 100 miles off target.
Heightened (10th) Per the 9th-level version, but you can travel to any planet within the same galaxy.

TIME STOP

UNCOMMON SPELL 10
Material Casting,

Somatic Casting

Verbal Casting

You temporarily stop time for everything but you, allowing you to use an incredible number of actions in a short period of time.
Immediately after casting time stop, you can use up to 9 actions in three sets of up to 3 actions each. After each set of actions, 1 round
passes, but only for you, effects specifically targeting or affecting you, and effects you create during the stoppage. All other creatures and
objects are invulnerable to your attacks, and you can’t target or affect them with anything.

effects that normally happen when you first cast the spell.

Death
Necromancy
Negative

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Area 30-foot cone

HEIGHTENED SPELL 6

You draw blood and life force from creatures and shoot it out through your outstretched arms. You deal 13d6

negative damage to living creatures in the area, based on their Fortitude saves.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.
You gain half as many Hit Points as the maximum damage done to any single creature affected by this spell.
Heightened (+2) The damage increases by 3d6.

Attack
Death
Necromancy
Negative

Casting

HEIGHTENED SPELL 3
Somatic Casting,

Verbal Casting

Range touch; Targets one living creature
You deal 4d6 negative damage to the target (double damage on a critical hit). You gain temporary Hit Points equal

to the negative damage the target takes (after applying resistances and the like). You lose any remaining temporary
Hit Points after 1 minute.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d6.

Verbal Casting

the barrier, as can visual effects (since the wall is invisible).
Wall of force is immune to dispelling effects of its level or lower, but the wall is automatically destroyed by a disintegrate spell of
any level or by contact with a sphere of annihilation or rod of cancellation.
Heightened (+2) The Hardness of the wall increases by 5.

WEAPON STORM

HEIGHTENED SPELL 4

Evocation

Casting
Somatic Casting,
Area 30-foot cone or 10-foot aura

Verbal Casting

Your Somatic Casting action for this spell is a swing with one weapon you’re holding that you’re trained with, so you can use the
Somatic Casting action even if you don’t have a hand free.
The weapon magically multiplies into duplicates that swipe at all creatures in either a cone or an aura, dealing five dice of damage
to creatures in the area. This damage has the same type as the chosen weapon and uses the same die size. Determine the die size
as if you were attacking with the weapon; for instance, if you were wielding a two-hand weapon in both hands, you’d use its two-hand
damage die. Each creature in the area must attempt a Reflex save.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success Unaffected.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage, plus the weapon’s critical specialization effect.
Heightened (+1) Add another damage die.

WISH
Divination

UNCOMMON SPELL 10
Casting

Material Casting,

Somatic Casting

Verbal Casting

A wish spell can produce any one of the following effects.
• Duplicate any arcane spell of 9th level or lower.
• Duplicate any non-arcane spell of 7th level or lower.
• Produce any effect whose power level is in line with the above effects.
The GM might allow you to try using wish to produce greater effects than these, but doing so might be dangerous or the spell might
have only a partial effect.

Verbal Casting

VAMPIRIC TOUCH

Somatic Casting

You pronounce a wish, making your greatest desire come true.

Once you have finished your actions, time begins to flow again for the rest of the world. If you had created an effect whose duration
extends past the end of the spell, such as a wall of fire, it immediately affects others again as normal, though it doesn’t have any of the

VAMPIRIC EXSANGUINATION

HEIGHTENED SPELL 6

Casting
Material Casting,
Range 30 feet

You form an invisible wall of pure magical force up to 50 feet across and up to 20 feet high. The wall has no discernible thickness. If
the wall’s surface would be broken by any creature or object, the spell is lost. The wall has AC 10, TAC 6, and Hardness 23, and it
can take 3 additional Dents before being broken. If the wall is broken, the spell ends. The wall blocks physical effects from passing
through it, and because it’s made of force, it blocks incorporeal and ethereal creatures as well. Teleportation effects can pass through

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal)

Casting

Duration 1 minute

Duration 1 minute

You and the targets instantly transport to any location within range, as long as you can identify the location precisely both by its position
relative to your starting position and by its appearance. Incorrect knowledge of the location’s appearance usually causes the spell to fail,
but it could lead to teleporting to an unwanted location or some other unusual mishap determined by the GM.

Transmutation

Verbal Casting Range 120 feet

WALL OF FORCE

Level 2: animated armor, lemure devil, sloth demon
Level 3: animated statue, hell hound, minor elemental
Level 5: Lesser elemental; Level 4: bearded devil
Level 7: blood demon, major elemental; Level 6: lust demon, nightmare, salamander
Level 9: bone devil, efreeti genie, greater elemental, wrath demon; Level 8: erinyes devil
Level 11: Elder elemental, toad demon; Level 10: barbed devil, slaver demon
Level 13: ice devil, treachery demon; Level 12: slime demon, valkyrie
Level 15: phoenix; Level 14: boar demon

Conjuration
Teleportation

Somatic Casting

takes 4d6 fire damage.
Heightened (+1) The fire damage increases by 1d6.

1st: Level 0: animated broom, bloodseeker, bobcat, dog, dire rat, fire beetle, pig, pony, viper
2nd: Level 1: animated bureau, imp devil, mephit elemental, quasit demon

7th:
8th:
9th:
10th:

HEIGHTENED SPELL 4
Material Casting,

You create either a 5-foot-thick, 60-foot-long, 10-foot-high wall of flame in a straight line or a 5-foot-thick, 10-foot-radius ring of flame.
The wall stands vertically in either form; if you wish, the wall can be of a shorter length or height. Everything on each side of the wall
is concealed from creatures on the opposite side. Any creature crossing the wall or occupying the wall’s area at the start of its turn

Summon Monster List

3rd:
4th:
5th:
6th:

Casting

